BORGO LUCIGNANELLO BANDINI

Loc. Lucignano d’Asso - 53024 Montalcino (Siena)
Tel: +39 0577 803068 - Fax: +39 0577 803082
www.borgolucignanello.com
info@borgolucignanello.com

HOW TO GET HERE
From motorway A1 (coming from North)
Exit at Firenze-Impruneta and take the freeway to Siena. At the big roundabout in front of the
tollgates, you need to turn right to catch it.
Exit at Siena Sud (South) and take the Cassia road (Via Cassia – SR2/SS2) towards
Montalcino - Rome. You will pass some small villages (Monteroni d’Arbia, Ponte d’Arbia,
Buonconvento, etc.) but exit at Torrenieri and, once in the village, follow the sign to S.
Giovanni d'Asso. In Torrenieri there is now a new pedestrian zone and, once in the center, you
will be rerouted on a narrow street on the left. At the end of that street (Via della Fiera), turn left
again towards S. Giovanni d’Asso.
After about 5 km there is a blue sign indicating Lucignano d'Asso and a brown sign indicating
“Lucignanello Bandini” on your right handside. Take this small dirt road up to the very top of
the hill where you will see another brown sign indicating “Lucignanello Bandini”. Turn right and
after few meters, you will see an arch in the middle of the road with a coat of arms on top. You can
park in the small courtyard next to the arch when you check-in, then we will show you where to
park after having unloaded your car. The entrance to the reception office is through the terrace
under the main arch of the village (number 15). Contact numbers: +39 (0)577 803068 or
+39 338 5032004
Please note that in Tuscany there are several “Lucignano”. Please don’t get confused
and head to “Lucignano d’Asso”. Recently San Giovanni d’Asso and Montalcino
municipalities merged. Some softwares list our borgo under the old zip code 53020
(San Giovanni d’Asso) and some updated programs list us under the new zip code
53024 (Montalcino).
You can also find us on Google Maps under the name “Borgo Lucignanello Bandini”
GPS: 43.123775 , 11.59152 – if your GPS tells you to leave the SS2 in Buonconvento,
please don’t listen to it and keep on driving straight until Torrenieri. If you take that
exit, you will have only 2km dirt road to reach our hamlet (otherwise, it will be much longer).

From Motorway A1 (coming from South)
Exit at VALDICHIANA. After paying the toll, go into the big roundabout in front of you and head
to Bettolle. On the main crossroad of the village, turn right to Sinalunga driving through the
small village of Guazzino. Entering Sinalunga drive straight through the two roundabouts and
immediately after the second roundabout turn left towards Trequanda. Follow the signs
to Trequanda and once there follow the signs towards Montisi and San Giovanni d'Asso.
When in San Giovanni d'Asso, go left towards Torrenieri and after about 3Km take the road on
your left to Lucignano d'Asso. Take this small dirt road up to the very top of the hill where you
will see a brown sign indicating “Lucignanello Bandini”. Turn right and after few meters you will
see an arch in the middle of the road with a coat of arms. You can park in the small courtyard next
to the arch when you check-in, then we will show you where to park after having unloaded your car.
The entrance to the reception office is through the terrace under the main arch of the village
(number 15). Contact numbers: +39 (0)577 803068 or +39 338 5032004

Please note that in Tuscany there are several “Lucignano”. Please don’t get confused
and head to “Lucignano d’Asso”. Recently San Giovanni d’Asso and Montalcino
municipalities merged. Some softwares list our borgo under the old zip code 53020
(San Giovanni d’Asso) and some updated programs list us under the new zip code
53024 (Montalcino).
GPS: 43.123775 , 11.59152 – you can also find us on Google Maps under the name
“Borgo Lucignanello Bandini”

If you are traveling by car from Chiusi
Take the provincial road which passes through Chianciano Terme and proceed in the direction of
Montepulciano. Once in Montepulciano, continue in the direction of Pienza – San Quirico d’Orcia.
From San Quirico d’Orcia, take the via Cassia (SS2 /SR2) in the direction of Siena, and exit at
Torrenieri. From Torrenieri follow directions to San Giovanni d’Asso.
After a few kilometers, you’ll see a small blue sign with LUCIGNANO D’ASSO written on it and a
brown sign to Lucignanello Bandini. Turn to the right and drive along the dirt track road for circa
two kms. At the top of the hill, turn right and continue for a few meters.
You can park your vehicle in the courtyard. The reception is under the first arch.
GPS:43.123775, 11.59152 – using these coordinates, your navigator may well suggest
you turn right between Pienza and San Quirico. We do not recommend this route, as
it entails driving along a lengthy stretch of dirt track.
(Alternatively, you can take the A1 motorway and exit at VALDICHIANA and follow the above
directions for drivers TRAVELLING FROM THE SOUTH).

If you are traveling by plane
The nearest airports to Borgo Lucignanello are:
• Florence: 130 km
• Pisa: 210 km
• Rome Fiumicino: 240 km
You can rent a car at all of the above mentioned airports or, alternatively, ask us to organize a
transfer for you. Another option is to travel by train to one of the nearest railway stations and then
request a transfer.

If you are traveling by train
The closest railways stations to Borgo Lucignanello are:
• Asciano: 13 km
• Buonconvento: 16 km
• Siena: 45 km
• Chiusi: 55 km
We suggest traveling to Chiusi, as this railway station offers the best connections with Florence and
Pisa. Once at Chiusi, you can rent a car with which to reach Borgo Lucignanello. From Chiusi, a
pleasant country road winds its way through the countryside all the way to Lucignano d’Asso.
If you prefer not to drive, we will be pleased to organize a transfer for you.

